Tossal del Moro is a delightful little hill with excellent views, this is mountaineering in miniature at its best! For the clockwise circuit, including Font Mata, allow about 2½ hours to cover 5km with 200m ascent.

Add about an hour, including time to admire the extensive view from the top and to return to the col for Serrillas.

This parking place, about 4km on a narrow surfaced road from Gata goes virtually to the foot of the hills and is by far the easiest starting point.
SIERRA SOLDETES

about 12 km, 400m ascent, 4½ hrs.

a long, tiring walk but on good paths and with only one steep ascent, to the summit.

Best done anti-clockwise.

to start: from Benissa on N332

turn L. at first buildings in Gata, park on roadside.

COSTA BLANCA WALKS MAPS
SENITA TO LLIBER (and back)

Moderate, about 10km, 200m asc, 3½hrs.

Long, but nowhere hard, this undulating route has views and links to villages in the Salou Valley.

To START - from Calpe on the N332 drive through Benissa, past bar Frau (right) and turn left at the first roundabout for Senija. On reaching the village take the first right down a broad road to the end (playground)